
MODEL

POLARZONE
PRO PLUS

POWER REQUIREMENTS
One 2 pole 208/230 VAC 50 amp circuit with a 
neutral and ground.

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH:   108”
WIDTH:       86”
HEIGHT:      35”

CAPACITY:  425 Gallons,  Up to 7 Athletes

DRY WEIGHT:   1600 lbs.
FILLED WEIGHT:   5145 lbs. (Approx. 79 lbs. per sq. ft)

ROOM HEAT GAIN: Cryotherapy Spa Air Cooled 
Condenser Approx. 25,000 BTU/HR Ambient Heat Gain.  
Hot Therapy Spa 5000 BTU/HR Ambient Heat Gain.
Condenser air inlet either on left or right hand side.  Air outlet at front of spa.
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Polarzone Spas are self
contained and portable.

FEATURES

· Polarzone Hydrotherapy spas are completely “Self 
Contained” and custom manufactured  for each client, using 
your team/company colors, and incorporating state of the art 
technology, components, and materials. Polarzone spas 
provide superior performance and reliability along with 
installation and maintenance cost savings.  All that is needed 
for installation is spa wiring hook up!

·  Computerized Deluxe Digital controls feature a user friendly 
touch key pad that Provides exact control of hydrotherapy spa 
water temperature and programmable filtration cycles.

· Polarzone spas feature our exclusive Triple Hurdle 
Sanitation SystemÔ that has been proven to effectively 
address the control of all infectious disease pathogens in the 
spa water - including MRSA, VRE, E. Coli, and Athletes Foot 
Fungus.   is a three-tier water sanitation process that THSSÔ
includes Ultraviolet Light Sterilization, Ozone Injection, and  
Automated Bromine Infusion.  In addition, our spas have a 
highly efficient filtration system and the shells are 
manufactured with the antimicrobial MicrobanÒ additive.  
MicrobanÒ helps prevent the growth of microbes within the 
spa shell and on its surface.  Your Polarzone spa will keep 
your Staff and Athletes safe, providing sparkling clean water 
even under heavy use.

·   Polarzone spas have a unique overflow control system -  
The spa refills itself. No need to top-off after large water 
displacement, saving water and chemical costs.

·  Polarzone spa shells are custom manufactured 
incorporating extra thick fiberglass and a support structure for 
those heavy athletes.

·  Optional Novar “online” Direct Digital Control system blends 
with existing building energy management systems providing 
your maintenance staff, and Polarzone, with internet 
monitoring of all functions of your spa.  Please visit our 
website at  for all of the exciting www.polarzone-nw.com
features that come as standard equipment on all Polarzone 
Hydrotherapy Spas.

Floor Requirements:
65 sq. ft.
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